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Among the “omics” networks recently unveiled, transcriptional regulatory networks
and protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks have received a lot of attention. How
these networks reflect the reality of cellular
interactomes, however, remains unclear (1,
2). These protein interactomes in particular
have been susceptible to questions about
their biological meaning, and two opposite
views have emerged. A skeptical view postulates that, despite being experimentally
reproducible, many interactions have no
apparent function and may not exist in
vivo. These spurious interactions may result from technical limitations of PPI assays, where proteins may not be expressed
at the appropriate level, within a relevant
time frame, or at the correct location in the
cell (3, 4). This view also interprets the
poor overlap between experiments conducted by different research groups as a
consequence of such “false positive” interactions. In contrast, an optimistic view
notes the ongoing discovery of novel interactions when PPI screens are performed
with proteins at the appropriate physiologically relevant abundance (5, 6), at the appropriate time and place (7), or when exUniversité de Montréal, C.P. 6128, Succ. CentreVille, Montreal, Quebec H3C 3J7, Canada.
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pressed from single-copy plasmids (8). The
optimistic view thus implies that PPIs observed in large-scale screens should occur
in vivo and that the poor overlap between
different experimental technologies would
stem from low sensitivities of the methods;
that is, each PPI screen would report only a
small fraction of the entire interaction
space, which is estimated as ~20,000 unique
pairs in yeast (8) and ~130,000 in humans
(9). Nonetheless, many of these interactions make little functional sense. Thus,
if we accept that so many PPIs are indeed

Fig. 1. Nonfunctional elements are present at different levels of cellular organization. Nonfunctional elements, such as junk DNA (30) and spurious DNA binding sites (31), are present
in genomes. Nonfunctional protein-protein interactions may also exist and represent “noisy”
interactions. TF, transcription factor.
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that has not been selected for a specific function. It can rather be considered as evolutionary noise.
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Any engineered device should certainly not contain nonfunctional components,
for this would be a waste of energy and money. In contrast, evolutionary theory
tells us that biological systems need not be optimized and may very well accumulate nonfunctional elements. Mutational and demographic processes contribute
to the cluttering of eukaryotic genomes and transcriptional networks with “junk”
DNA and spurious DNA binding sites. Here, we question whether such a notion
should be applied to protein interactomes—that is, whether these protein interactomes are expected to contain a fraction of nonselected, nonfunctional proteinprotein interactions (PPIs), which we term “noisy.” We propose a simple relationship between the fraction of noisy interactions expected in a given organism and
three parameters: (i) the number of mutations needed to create and destroy interactions, (ii) the size of the proteome, and (iii) the fitness cost of noisy interactions. All three parameters suggest that noisy PPIs are expected to exist. Their
existence could help to explain why PPIs determined from large-scale studies
often lack functional relationships between interacting proteins, why PPIs are
poorly conserved across organisms, and why the PPI space appears to be immensely large. Finally, we propose experimental strategies to estimate the fraction of evolutionary noise in PPI networks.

taking place in vivo, what could their biological meaning be? Trying to answer this
question brings this debate beyond technical aspects of methodologies.
The issue of false positives is less controversial for transcriptional regulatory networks, despite experiments that also commonly report hundreds of binding events
with no apparent functional meaning (10).
The existence of such imperfection in transcriptional regulatory networks is perhaps
easier to conceptualize, because it is possible to estimate the number of expected
nonfunctional binding sites for a given
transcription factor. Put simply, a nucleotide motif of length n is expected to appear ~L/4 n times in a random DNA sequence of length L. Probably because
interactions between proteins are far more
difficult to formalize and predict than transcription factor–DNA interactions (11), no
such rationale has yet been applied to PPIs.
This may be why appreciation of imperfection in PPI networks is unacknowledged,
and why it is often assumed that interactomes are optimally specif ic (12–14).
However, the skeptical and optimistic
views could be reconciled substantially if
we accept that a large number of PPIs may
be the product of evolutionary noise—that
is, that they do exist in vivo and can be detected by a PPI assay, but have not been selected for a specif ic function (Fig. 1).
Rather, they would result from neutral or
nearly neutral mutations, or as a correlation
to another, independent function. The existence of such “noisy” PPIs would help to
explain why their space appears remarkably large, why their function can be diffi-
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Moreover, the larger the proteome size which is presented here as γ, the fixation
cult to interpret, and why they exhibit little
conservation among species (15). If such (N), the larger the number of potential probability of a mutation relative to a neunoisy interaction pairs (N2) (23), which is tral mutation (Fig. 2B). The assumption
noise exists, what is its extent?
What biophysical and evolutionary para- reflected by the multiplication of pgain by that natural selection has optimized protein
meters shall we consider? In transcription N 2 in Eq. 1 in Fig. 2A. This illustrates that interactomes (12–14) considers that nonfactor networks, the number of noisy inter- strategies such as compartmentalization functional PPIs have either an important
actions decreases as the average size of and differential expression contribute to cost or deleterious effects, such that when
transcription factor binding sites in- minimize the effective number of proteins they occur, their probability to be fixed in a
creases—this defines how often they ap- that may interact with each other within a population is null or extremely small.
However, the deleterious effects of
pear through random munoisy interactions remain largely untations—and grows with A
known. Furthermore, the probability
genome size. Ultimately,
Assuming that n is at equilibrium and that n << N2, then:
of elimination of a deleterious mutatheir number depends on the
tion by natural selection depends on
selection pressure acting
pgain
. N2 . γ (1)
population genetics parameters, with
against their fixation in popn~
ploss
a lower probability of elimination in
ulations. A relationship besmall populations relative to larger
tween these three parameters
Number of protein pairs that exhibit a noisy interaction
n
ones (25). Typically, for organisms
and noise was previously deN
Number of proteins in the proteome
with small population sizes, such as
scribed in the context of
N2
Number of possible interaction pairs in a proteome of size N
mammals, a substantial fraction of
transcription factor networks
ploss Probability that a random mutation disrupts a noisy interaction
the genomic characteristics are
(16). Here, we extend the repgain Probability that a random mutation creates a noisy interaction
likely to have no function or even to
lationship to PPI networks in
γ
Fixation probability of a mutation that creates a noisy interaction
be far from optimal (26, 27). For exEq. 1 in Fig. 2A, where the
relative to the fixation probability of a neutral mutation
ample, the large number of transposamount of noise depends on
able elements in the human genome
three equivalent parameters. B
might represent a cost, but even so,
We discuss each parameter
2
Fraction of noise (n/N )
they were never eliminated.
below in order to gauge
All three parameters thus indicate
whether noise is expected to
that noisy interactions may exist,
exist in protein interactomes.
much as in transcriptional regulatory
A basal level of noise to
networks or, as suggested, in kinaseexpect is set by the ratio of
substrate networks (28). A better inprobabilities that a random
terpretation of PPI networks will
mutation abolishes a noisy
thus require estimating the parameinteraction or creates one
ters of Eq. 1—if not at the network
(ploss/pgain). Each probability
level, then possibly at the level of
implicitly accounts for any
single proteins, where N 2 should be
change that can alter a protein’s ability to bind another
replaced by N in the same equation.
protein, including changes in
For this purpose, a protein mutagenploss /pgain
surface-exposed shape or hyesis experiment combined with a
drophobicity, or changes in
large-scale PPI detection strategy
abundance or localization.
could be envisioned. Also, nonfuncThis ratio means that if
tional PPIs could be engineered in
1/γ
gaining a noisy interaction is Fig. 2. Noisy interactions are expected in protein interactomes. (A) order to estimate their fitness cost.
as likely as losing one by The extent of evolutionary noise in protein interactomes depends on At the same time, it appears crucial
random mutation, noise three parameters: N, the ratio p gain/p loss, and γ. (B) Graphing the rela- to assess the functionality of known
should be present. Although tionship between these three parameters shows that the smaller the PPIs. An approach to this could be
we know that point muta- value of p loss/p gain or 1/γ, the more noise exists in a given interac- the systematic use of orthogonal intions may affect the stability tome. The graph depicts a qualitative picture, and experiments are formation, such as PPI conservation
of an interaction (17), it is needed to estimate the values of these parameters.
among closely related species, bemore diff icult to imagine
cause noisy interactions are not
how they could result in the formation of a cell (23) [~1800 in yeast cytoplasm (24)]. functionally constrained and should not be
new PPI. Yet, like protein-DNA interactions As a result, even if pgain were much smaller conserved. Indeed, this approach was suc(18), PPIs can appear through only a few than ploss, 18002 × pgain is unlikely to be cessfully used to delineate the yeast regulaamino acid substitutions (19, 20) or even much smaller than ploss. This should also tory code (29). As a matter of practice, the
from single point mutations (21, 22). Al- hold true for other eukaryotes where N is existence of evolutionary noise implies that
though these examples do not give precise comparable or larger, and for prokaryotes all PPIs reported by large-scale projects,
estimates of ploss and pgain, they illustrate where there are no cell compartments.
with the exception of provable technical arA third parameter is the tolerance of bi- tifacts, should be considered without prejuthat these probabilities should not differ by
ological systems to noisy interactions, dice by the scientific community. As in
more than a few orders of magnitude.

PERSPECTIVE
transcriptional networks, cells withstand or
even make use of evolutionary noise, and
we must learn to tolerate it as an essential
signature of dynamic evolution.
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